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EDITOR'S MESSAGE:

Our national Assembly is little more than one month away. Mow is the
time to complete projects and work that has been put off till now - let's see
if we can make this national assembly the best yet.

With the articles that have been contributed to Stardust in the last
two months, our publication is on its way to becomino a member's newsletter
rather than an editor's newsletter which is the way it should be. ^lease keep
this up! •:••:>(• -

I haven't seen the new comet as yet but I did manage to see Taao-Sato-
Kosaka several weeks ano. This comet had the appearance of an out-of-focus
star with no discernible tail. Let's hope we northern viewers are treated to
a spectacular comet in the not-too-distant future. I'e have a bit of a long
wait before Haliey's comet returns in I9*S.

I have seen very little coverage of the March 7 eclipse in magazines,
which is rather disappointing considering it was allegedly the "Eclipse of the
Century."-

I hear rumors from the "Hraun Professional Photonews' newsletter that
a Hasselhlad slide show of NASA photographs will be making a tour of the
western provinces sometime after April 20. This 90 minute show should prove
to be both interesting and beautiful.

David Roles

:i')U a..
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PRESIDENT'S HFSSAGEj

I would thank Dr. larael very much for his excellent talk at last
months meeting on the Heath of a Star.

V'ith all the oreat speakers that we have had this season our Centre
has been having a very successful year and we are very fortunate to be able to
top it off with the General Assembly in May.

I hope that everyone has returned their forms to -'Irs. 'Ussch so that
no one will miss out on all the fun at the Klondike Assembly.

At last report our exchange speaker from Calgary at our April meetino
will be Mr. Prad Harris whose subject wit] be Galaxies and Cosmolonyi

It is always a pleasure to welcome our friends from Caloary and with
Mr. Harris will be Mr. John Howell, Mr. Mike Bandmann and President Or. Pry.

Our exchange speaker to Calgary for their meeting on April 21, will be
Dr. D. Kube.

The honn'tality shown us last year was such that Mr. Haeckel, Mr. Deans
and myself will travel with Dr. Hube to Calgary for their meeting.

Our conaratulations and very best wishes no out to Audry and Franklin
Loehde on the arrival of their daughter Diana Lea.

A lovely little helper for Jason.

See you all at the April meeting.

Don't forget Dr. Peter Millman's talk Meteoric Hazards in Interplane
tary Space travel in Room V-125, Maths and Physics Building, Friday April 10,
at 8.00 p.n.



A WORD FROM YOUR SECRETARY

'•inter is almost over and I would like to remind our backyard .,
professionals that the excuse of it beino too cold doesn't stand any more. So
dust off your telescope or binoculars and resume your regular observations.

I had a letter from the lunar co-ordinator of the International Union
of Amature Astronomers asking to bear from anyone who is interested in this
type of work. I have also been informed by the organization that postal and
printers strikes in Italy were holdinq ur> the distribution of newsletters to
Societies and individual members. Lets hope that these are their only troubles,
otherwise I can see the disappearance of the I.U.A.A. in the verv near future.

It seems that our nroun subscription for the maoazine "Sky and Tele
scope" has been accepted, ^nv one joining the Observers Group will now receive
"Sky and Telescope" as part of their membership. The term starts at the
beginnine of each year and anyone joining during the year will receive the back
issues. If you are at present a renular subscriber and wish to he part of the
group, write to the Publisher and explain the circumstances and you wi11 re
ceive a refund. For more information please aet in touch with me, or the
Observers Group Secretary, Mr. R. Moore.

By now all members should have received the invitation to this years
General Assembly, which is being held here in Fdmonton on May 15~ln. Your
executive hopes that there will be a large turn out from across the country,
but particularly from our own Centre. If you plan to attend any activities
at all, please make sure to return your form to Mrs. Rusch. This is very
important even if we are members of the host Centre. You will then be sent
a regular registration form, informing you of all particular events and what
the cost to you will be.

Preparations for the Assembly are noing quite well. The Chairman of
the Planninn Committee, Mr. Loehde will live a report at the April Meeting.
So please attend the next meeting if you wish to find out more about the
General Assembly. If you want to save the postaae and save the mailman some
work you can return your invitation form to Mrs. Rusch at this months meeting.

Ralph Haeckel
Secretary



DID YOU KMOV THAT • » •

Anaximander Miletus and Pythanor'as of Samos were the
first tc sun ...;t th'it the earth is round?

The firrt astronomer was Philolaus who suggested that the
earth rotate"?

...

..

..

It was J'onti :• who sugqested that the earth spins on its axis?

Meteor means sometMino high in the sky"?

Ptolemaic sy'am (aeocentric system) dominated astronomical
think!no unt 1500?

Coperniean s :em (heliocentric system) was established
in this era?

From ea th s face to the moon surface is only 216,M3
miles when m i is at perinee?

Syzygy rs ar. stronnmical expression?

The first po::.t of Aries is not in this constellation?

S-Doradus is le brinhtest star ever measured?

M. Postal.

k. .
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COMET BENNETT 1*9)

This « let 1 be ^asi 1
will pass up tf wes 3ide r the
Andromeda into assh »eia. The cimet will pass through the """ in Cassiopeia
in late April and will be near Beta Cassiopeia (1° east) on April 20 and will
be 1/2° west ani 1/2C north of Gamma Cassiopeia on May k.

visible in the morning hours of April. It
great square of Peoasus, through Lacerta and

Dr.

The e> ct p<
Hube, who 5 opli

itior , in two day intervals, follow below,
the nforrrntion.

DATE R. 1)EC.

Irs. tin. r-g." Min.

APRIL A 12 30.2 11 01.7

6 >?. 7.k 31 3.0.9

8 !2 5.2 35 lfc.$
10 >2 :>3.5 .19 30.0

12 ?3 )2.2 '\2 *»5^
14 >3 1.2 '5 37.7

16 13 10.5 '•8 09.5

18 n '9.9 -• '50 : 23.2

20 '-3 ;9.5 . '•>! 21.1

22 >3 s9.2 jk 05.3

2k 23 38.9 35 37.6

26 00 •)8.6 •••-. •:>6 59.6

28 to 18.2
-;<")

12.5

30 00 '7.7 i>o 17.6

MAY 2 to 57.1 so. 15.9

k 00 i6.i* 31 00.3

i .-

MAG-; -

2.5
2.7
3.0,
3.3
3.5
3,"

k.k
k.(>
k,S
5.1
5.3
5.6
5.8

6.0
6.2

•ifjcv -,.

Paul Deans
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OBSERVING MOTES:

During the month of Aoril the planet Venus will be gettino very pro
minent in the niqht sky just after sunset and sets two hours later, mag. -3.3.

For those on Mercury Watch, the Planet will be 20' above the horizon
on the 17th of the month, and those who haven't seen the planet can"net a
crack at it.

Mars is moving into Taurus from Aries and sets three hours after
sunset. "•':

Jupiter vi11 be in opposition on the 21st of the month and so will be
seen all night for a couple of months. The planet is in V'irno and has a -2.0
mag. •>'••"••. ;

Saturn is very low to the horizon but right after sunset is a fair
target. Saturn is in Aries and has a +0.6 maq.

Uranus Is in Virgo and has a +5.7 mag. and an-apparent diameter of k.0n.
Observations of -his lanet are sorely needed.

For those searchers in the qroup,the planet Neptune will give you a
run for your money (o shouKi I say a strain on your eye). Neptune; is in
Libra and has a +7.7 mag. and an apparent diameter of 2.3".

And finally, for those who reallv like seeing thinns (like-Mr. Smith)
the planet Plutc is in the constellation of Coma and has a maqnitude of only
+15 (an easy object for those owners of a 100").

As for other things, the Asteriods positions and man. may be found on
pages 70 and 71 of the handbook or in sky and telescope.

The Lyrid Meteors on the 22nd will provide that extra attraction for
those seeking variety in viewing.

For more information concerninn astronomical events consult, either the
Sky and Telescope maqazine or the Observers Handbook.

Well this month is really packed with astronomical aoodies and if you
are as fast as ! am, you'll be able to see 5 of the planets, loads of Messier
objects, hundrers of double and variable stars and a few occultations. Lets see
what you can get, I'm after them all.

Richard Newman

Observer Group Pres,
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DEEP SKY OBSERVATIOMS

During this month, anumber of Deep Sky objects can be observed from the
city,

Afairly interesting object, which lies in the constel a^ °* ^"^
is the Planetary 'ebula MGC 2302. This object, beinn of visual magnitude may
be seen neven the simplest optical instrument. It's Celestial co-ordinates
ateTS. S?2b1 and Dec.+2101n, and it forms avisual double system* w. ;awh, te
0Ln 1/ The object itself is a bluish-green color and at 10.X usinn a»•"%.?%*&. {« ->.• "see the ,0 raao ,t.t that *j£>»». surround
The object at first .pp?ar.«c« under .10- pow.'; ""J- •£ lte«< «*«_<«
its nearby Q maq companion may appear as just a simpie yibud *
at medium power the planetary nebula is easily dlstingulshed from astar.

In the constellation Leo, which is at afavourable ob^^tTlLTcan ^
at approximately 2300 M.S.T. are anumber of brioht external galaxies that can
be seen with seller telescopes tff- beino about the minimum onerature that can
be used, given the sky conditions are nood).

Aoroup of three such qalaxies are situated at about R.A. 11150 and Dec.+,330n. 'Thert^efobjects lie about kV away from th^*-J. .£ «^(-7--J3 •," ^e Hamsteed system) Tese^-uos^f^q lax.es cons,st^^
^!llLn-!rSe ttvely M6MSb) and M65 (Sb) „e botH^ite
STOSS T« ll^f*.^ aKVtft. more oval ^-r-NGO 3628Tsb/Sc) is about 1/2° north of H66, M65 and appears as acomparatively
bright streak of about the same linear size as H f>5.

Another brinht «;7''^*{S<S!^.TWT!^,^".«qalaxy is placed just past the end of the ickle tnat ro , precise

and has a visual mag of 9.*»3.
,t must be remembered that to view these or any other fainter deep sky

objects, a clear dark night is required.

Brendan G. Veilleux.



GALILEO GALILFI

Galileo Galilei was born in Piza, Italy on February 15, ]5fh, at a
time of great cultural upheaval. The period of Italian Renaissance, which had
dominated the artisties and scientific outlook for two centuries was now ;'" •
slowly qiving way to a western civilization that was determined to reach higher
maturity, especially in the field of the sciences which was still very much in
its infancy.

His father was a musician whose income was rather small. He also had
a keen interest in Mathematics and this may have been partly responsible that
his son took an interest in this field. After receiving his basic education at
home Galileo enrolled at the University of Piza in 15P<1 to study medicine.
Most of the sciences were based on the philosophysical outlook of the time and
his own studies in me-;cine turned out to be a confused mixture of philosophy,
theology and astrology. Much of the education depended on ones religious
beliefs and although many did not agree, no one dared speaking up for fear of
the consequences. Aristotles doctrine on the structure of the universe with
the earth beinq the centre was still widely taught and much defended by the es
tablishment which in turn was controlled by the Roman Church. His dissolusion-
ment with such doctrine and with the establishment as a whole prompted him to
break up his studies at the University of Piza and go to Florence. Here he
devoted most of his time to the studies of mathematics. His first book on
Gravity of solid bodies appeared in manuscript at this time, however, it was
much later included in bis book "The Mew Two Sciences."

During this period Galileo was not fully employed and his main income
came from qiving private lectures, which were often very pcorly paid. He
kept trying for a Chair in Mathematics at the Universities of Piza and Oologna.
Finally in 1580 he was given the position of lecturer in mathematics at the
University of Piza, the place he had left in disgust only a few years aoo.
It was far from what he wanted but for the time being it provided a much needed
small income. In 1590 the manuscript of the book "On Motion" was circulated
amongst scientists. It was not published in its intirety until three centuries
later.

Late in the year of 1592 the dream of obtaininq a chair of Mathematics
finally came true. The appointment was at the University of Padua in the
Republic of Venice. The next 18 years were the most rewarding in Galileo's
life. Rewarding in view of his accomplishments and achievements during this
time as well as for his personal well being. He lived without financial worries
and was able to make many friends, locally and from abroad. Many people from
all over Europe who could afford to travel came to Venice to be lectured and
tutored by him. His name became well known to the society of the time.

In the summer of 1^00 word reached Padua that a Dutchman by the name of
Hans Lippershey had made an eyenlass which would enlarge objects and bring far
away things much closer. This fascinated Galileo tremendously since he had been
for years observing the niqht sky without any optical help. After several
experiments he discovered that two separate pieces of glass of different shapes
were needed. One, a convex piece would enlarge an object but it would appear
rather blurry; however a concave piece placed at a certain distance in front
would result in the clearing of the imaqe. He mounted both lenses in a tube
and this was the birth of telescope, the most revolutionary discovery in Astro
nomy to date. One can well imanine the excitement it created amonost leaders
of Government and university when thev were <;hnwn t-hp npu incfmnunf
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The fact that he became involved in several scientific disputes with
other scientists whose connections with the Church were rather close, did not
help him any, as many of the points that he raised were later used anainst him
at his trial.

Upon findino out that he was beinr? investigated, Galileo again went to
Rome in 1615 to try to clear himself and defend his position. This time he
went so far as stating that Copernicus had never considered his system a mere
scientific assumption but as immistakaHe fact, and that Galileo himself was
certain that this was so. His friends knew that he had none too far and
pleaded with him to refrain from makinn public statement of the nature. However
it was already too late. He was severely reprimanded for his actions and was
forbidden to teach the Coperniean doctrine. The writinns of Copernicus were
at once forbidden to he published and Galileo himself was told not to make any
public statements, nor write any hooks. This was indeed a very hard blow for
a man who depended on sharinn his knowledge with others.

In 162^ a former friend, Cardinal ''arberini, was elected Pone Urban
VIII. Galileo thounht that this would be the turning point of events, but as
it turned out the Cardinal may have been his friend, however, the Pope was not.
Galileo was given permission to publish his lonr planned book "Dialogue of the
two Greatest Systems of the "orld," provided that the teachings of Copernicus
were not to be presented as fact, but rather as a scientific assumption. The
book was published in the Italian lanouane in the year If??. The Pope took
personal offence to one character in the boo!-, and this may well be the reason
that Galileo was summoned to Rome in 1633. On February 22 of that year he
was kneeling before his judges when his sentence was read to him: We say,
pronounce, sentence and declare that you, Galileo,for the things found in'this
trial and confessed by you, have made yourself vehemently suspected of heresy,
namely to have held and believed false doctrine, contrary to the Holy and
Divine Scriptures. We are aqreeable that you will he absolve provided that
first, with sincere heart and unfeinned faith, you abjure, curse and detest the
above mentioned errors and heresies. ''e order that the hook "The ^ialooue" by
Galileo Galilei be prohibited by public edict. We condenn. you to formal prison
and we impose on you as salutary oenances that for the next three years you
say the seven penitential psalms once a week.

And Galileo, still kneelino before his judnes replied: I Galileo, son
of the late Vincenzio GaleleJ, age seventy years arraiqned personally before
this tribunal and kneelinq before you, havino before my eyes and touchino with
my hands the Holy Gospels, swear that I hove always believed, do believe, and
by God's help will in "uture believe all that is held, preached and taught by
the Holy Catholic Church. Therefore, with sincere heart and unfeinned faith
Iabjure, curse and detest the aforesaid errors and heresies and nenerally every
other error, heresy, and sect whatsoever contrary to the Holy Church, and I
swear that in future I will never aaain say or assert verbally or in writing,
anything that minht furnish occasion for a similar suspicion.

A broken man left the stand. The mighty institution of the Roman Church
had broken his spirit, or they at least thought they had. An order went out to
stop all the publication and even the printinn of already published works.
However, as time went on Galileo regained some of his old strength and with the
help of some friends he found ways to smuggle some new and old manuscripts out
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of Italy to have them printed in other countries where the powers of the
Catholic Church were less prevalent. His creates* work? "The Two Nm £cio~w»J
^p^r^g irv»oii-—* in Xfm <*•*« K>T°-.

Shortly after he went completely blind, and some of his uncompleted
works were dictated to his pupils who freouentlv stayed with him. In "ovember
of l6'il a slow fever seized Galileo and death came on January the R, l6':2 at
the age of almost 7?. The peonle of Florence voted to build a monument in
memory to their great son. However, tt«* hatred of Pope Urban had not subsided
yet and he forbade any such tribute. Only a century after his death did be
receive his place of honor When his remains were v*cr>uqht to the Church of Santa
Croce in the City of Florence.

n.alph Haeekwl-

THE FOULING ARTICLE WAS SUSMTTED PY JIM CLEVETTE AMD IS PRINTED WITH THE KIMO
PERMISSION OF THE SOVIET UNION HAPAZiffig (ISSUE 110.12-237)..

Academician BORIS PATOH, director of the E.O. Paton Institute of
Electric Welding, answers questions put to him by aSOJMFT UNION correspondent.

HOW DIES SPACE WELDING DIFFER FROM ORDINARY WELDING? .

Conditions in space are, of course, quite different from those o» earth
because of the vacuum, the absence of gravity and the sharp variations of tempe
rature produced by the alternate fierce heat of the sun and the cold of deep
shadow, naturally the best methods of welding would be to employ those used on
earth in vacuum conditions, such as electron ray, plasma and conventional arc
welding.

The nreat advantage of the first two methods is that the metal does not
have to be melted. The others have the advantaoes of universality. They are
easily automated and can be used for welding all kinds of construction elements
On the other hand, however, they entail melting of the meta and large emissions
of gas and steam. For this reason we had to do agreat deal of preliminary
research before buildinn the machines for space welding.

HOW WAS THIS EQUIPMENT DESIGNED?

We simulated space conditions as nearly as possible. The research was
carried out in staoes . To start with, the basic principles of space equipment
"every me hod of weldinn were worked out In an ordinary vacuum chamber. From
this we went on to the construction of special small-size equipment, vacuum
tnis we went on t ;ncfat1ation in aricraft. We then turned an aircraft into
ffl tnn r. orat y wMch^re'abte'«create both vacuum and weightlessness
app oxL fng to those that exist in soace. The conditions of deoressunsinnZ spaceship for investigating the influence of space on the technological
process were also simulated.
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CAM YOU DESCRIBE THE EQUIPMENT IN MORE DFTAIL?

The "Vulcan" experimental ecuipment provided for Soyuz 6 is designed
for investigating various welding processes in near space. It comprises two
basic self-contained units connected with the spaceship only by the telemeter
cable. One unit contains the various weidinq devices, the other contains

.the power sources and control, measurinq and communication hardware. All
this equipment was ho<sed in a nitrogen-filled module and an instrument panel
provided for remote control.

WHAT WORK WAS PERFORM??) F1Y SPACEMEN IN ORBIT?

After the weldinn module had been depressurised, one of the crew
switched on the automatic device for plasma weidinq. In the next- stane he

switched over to a device for electron ray weldino and checked to see that it
was working properly. The plasma welding was also checked in the same way.;
The parameters of the welding process were transmitted to earth by telemeters.

WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EXPERIMENT?

This is the first time a technological process entailing the heating
and melting of metals has been carried out in a near space orbit. It is a
process that may be useful for other jobs as well. The experiment shows the
tremondous opportunities opened up by highly efficient space welding equipment.

Finally it is of great importance that the results of the research and
experiments carried out during preparation for the space weldino have already
proved useful to Soviet industry. The technology of vacuum are weldinn has
been perfected, for example, and we have made small-size and extremely efficient
electron ray and plasma weldinn machines.

FOR SALE

Eight inch mirror kit $12.00 (Half price). Phone:
after 5.00 p.m. and ask for David.

Tasco 4-1/2" reflecting telescope with equitorial mount,
accesories and books. 3°0X. Phone: LARRY,
after 3.3° p.m.

• <




